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Abstract 
The development of information technology began with advances in the field of 

computerization. The early use of computers to simply write, create graphics and images 

and store incredible data has been transformed into a communication tool with a soft 

network that can cover the entire world. With the advancement of technology, the process 

of interaction between humans can reach the layers of society in the back of any world 

becomes increasingly open. Along with the advancement of technology all the information 

needed can be obtained easily, not least information that is confidential or top secret. 

Because with the help of technology all confidential information is locked or stored 

properly even though it can be opened and accessed by irresponsible parties. The most 

popular methods today are steganography and cryptography. Steganography is where 

confidential data is hidden or pasted in other data such as images, text, audio, or video so 

as not to cause suspicion of others or steganalyst. Unlike the cryptographic method, 

where secret data messages are scrambled or encoded so that they cannot be understood 

by others. And this raises suspicions from the other party or often called cryptanalyst. 

Based on the results or outputs of a text-based steganography (stegoteks) process against 

a message, text steganography in Indonesian patterns can evoke a correlation of 

ambiguity with cryptography in avoiding disclosure of confidential messages with a 100% 

accuracy rate.  
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1. Introduction 
With advances in technology, the process of interaction between humans can reach all 

levels of society in any part of the world, it becomes increasingly open [1]. Along with 

advances in technology, all the information needed can be obtained easily, including top-

secret information. Because with the help of technology, all confidential information that 

is locked or stored properly can be opened and accessed by irresponsible parties if the 

methods used in information security are simple or predictable. The methods that are 

quite popular today are steganography and cryptography. Steganography is where 

confidential data is hidden or inserted into other data such as images, text, audio, or video 

so as not to arouse suspicion of other parties or steganalysis [2][3][4]. This is different 

from the cryptographic method, where secret data messages are scrambled or encoded so 

that they cannot be understood by other parties, and this raises the suspicion of 

cryptanalysts [5].  

With current technological developments, secret messages hidden in media or 

encrypted messages can be opened by steganalysis and cryptanalysts because the secret 

messages are only inserted or only encoded using certain methods. Text messages are 

information that is often exchanged in the world of telecommunications. Several 

technologies that involve text messages are one of the frequently used information data, 
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such as e-mail, fax, chat, short message service (SMS), and so on. Of course, this is the 

basis for using text messages as information data to be processed, whether it is a text as an 

insertion medium (cover text) and confidential information that will be hidden [6]. 

Research on steganography focuses on the use of media in the form of audio, video, 

text, and images as cover messages (state of the art). Nevertheless, research on the use of 

the medium continues to this day, including according to Y. Huang, C. Liu, S. Tang, and 

S. Bai, (2012) in "Steganography integration into a low-bit-rate speech codec,". The result 

of this research is to utilize low-bit-rate speech codes in VoIP audio streams. According to 

W. Luo, F. Huang, and J. Huang, (2010) in "Edge adaptive image steganography based on 

LSB matching revisited," Message embedding can be done well by using image media 

with Leat Significant Bit (LSB) code matching. According to LM Marvel, CG Boncelet, 

and CT Retter, “Spread spectrum image steganography, 

 The purpose of research on steganography is not only to maximize algorithms on 

existing media but has also begun to lead to the exploration of other mediums that can be 

used as message intermediaries [7]. Some of these mediums include IP headers [8], 

TCP/IP protocols as well as UDP and ICMP, 3D images [9], ECG signal [10] as well as 

several other mediums [11]. The latest research on steganography has triggered the 

development of a branch of science in steganography and cryptography, namely the 

combination method of steganography and cryptography in securing information [12]. 

 

2. Research Methodology 
Text steganography linguistic method is prepared for the construction of two system 

components apart from secret messages, namely dictionaries and patterns. Dictionaries, 

patterns, and secret messages will be processed at the message insertion stage. Inserting a 

message will produce a T stegoteks (one or more sentences in Indonesian). The output or 

the output of these T stegoteks will be tested in the correlation of word meaning with 

cryptography. Whether the word can be understood or contains meaning or not. The 

stages of research work are described in the following diagram. 

 

 
Figure 1. Stages of research work 

 

2.1. Building a Dictionary of Words and Sentence Patterns 
Word pairs with word types were obtained from an electronic dictionary that had been 

cleaned of word records that were not selected or not used. The word list in the electronic 

dictionary is grouped by word type from 7-word classes. The sentence pattern used is a 

combination of the grammatical functions of sentences in Indonesian, namely subject (S), 

predicate (P), object (O), complement (Pel), an adverb (K). The five grammatical 

functions form eight simple single sentence patterns [13], [14] namely SP, SPK, SPO, 

SPO-Pel, SPO-Pel-K, SPOK, SP-Pel, and SP-Pel-K. 
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Figure 2. Development of D Dictionary 

 

 
Figure 3. Construction of the S Pattern 

 
Table 1. Word Class 

Code Word Class Information 

Adj adjective Adjective 

Adv Adverb Adverb  

number noun Noun 

Num Numerical Number word 

Par Particle Conjunctions 

Pro Pronominal Pronouns, pronouns and question words 

Ver Verb  Verb 

 

Table 2. Snippets of the Dictionary of Words 

Code Word Class 
Example 

Words 

000 adjective Random 

001 Adverb measly 

010 noun Abacus 

110 Numerical Ampat 

100 Particle So that 

101 Pronominal Why 

110 Verb  Absent 

111 adjective Abnormal 

 

The number of words in each type of word (f) is limited to a number to the power 

of two with the calculation  

g =                                                                     (1) 

Each type of word is represented by a binary value with a fixed bit length (d) of 

bits by rounding down. This is done so that the record entry process stops at 
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a certain point (number 2n), so that the binary code generation process can be 

carried out. Words that have been paired with the word type are paired again with 

the binary that is generated sequentially. Suppose the number of words (f) = 8, then 

the number of words is encoded with d = 3 (8 words can be represented by 3 bits, 

because 23 = 8). The first word is coded with 000, the second word is coded with 

001, and so on the paired word with the last code 111. D dictionary that has been 

processed, will contain pair records (code, word type, word) each line. 

 

Table 3. Combination of grammatical elements of SP sentence patterns 

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

adj-adj 

adj-adv 

adj-nom 

adj-num 

adj-pro 

adj-par 

adj-ver 
 

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

adv-adj 

adv-adv 

adv-nom 

adv-num 

adv-pro 

adv-par 

adv-ver 
   

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

nom-adj  

nom-adv 

nom-nom 

nom-num 

nom-pro 

nom-par 

nom-ver 
 

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

num-adj 

num-adv 

num-nom 

num-num 

num-pro 

num-par 

num-ver 
   

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

pro-adj 

pro-adv 

pro-nom 

pro-num 

 pro-pro 

pro par 

pro-ver 
 

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

par-adj 

par-adv 

par-nom 

par-num 

 par-pro 

par-par 

par-ver 
 

Sentence Pattern Part of Speech 

Subject-Predicate 

ver-adj 

ver-adv 

ver-nom 

ver-num 

ver-pro 

ver-par 

ver-ver 
 

 

Pattern made by listing all possible combinations (cross products) of grammatical 

elements from 8 basic sentence patterns. Each combination of grammatical elements of 

each pattern is placed in a pattern file. To overcome the issue of the length of the message 

being limited by the pattern length, the function is used  

SIZERR   ̅+C+R        (2)  

To ensure that the secret message can be completely hidden, the SIZER function 

processes the binary C string of the ASCII coded message entered in the system, into a 

new binary string c (Stegoteks). The stegoteks generated by SIZER consist of a string with 

a certain length that represents the length of C (Cbit), followed by a binary message string 
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(C), then connected again with a random string R. Several components that must be 

considered in generating a random string R as many as r bits in the SIZER process, i.e. p 

(message length), s (number of bits that can be hidden into the pattern), n (bit length that 

represents the message length), which is the maximum number of data in the dictionary so 

that a maximum of n can be represented by 2n binary message bits, and r (number of 

random bits that can be raised), then: 

1) If p + n s, then r = (s* )- (p+n), is a pattern repetition variable that determines 

how many times the sentence with the pattern used will be generated so that all 

bits of the message can be transformed, so that: 
     

(3) 

2) If p+n=s, then r=0        (4) 

 
2.2. Message Insertion Process 

  The message insertion stage is illustrated in the following diagram. 

 
Figure 4. Message insertion process 

 

3. Result And Discussion 
3.1. Dictionary and Pattern Building 

In this study, the total word dictionary used was 1,929 words, consisting of 1,265 

words for noun (nom), 4 pronouns (pro), 232 words for adjective (adj), and adverb (adv) 

as many as 14 words, verb word class (ver) as many as 368 words, numeralia word class 

(num) as many as 5 words and particle word class (par) as many as 41 words. 

Table 4. Number of words from KBBI 
used 

Table 5. Group of pattern combinations 
used 

Word Class 
Total Word 

Dictionary 

noun  1,265 

Pronoun 4 

adjective 232 

Adverb 14 

Verb 368 

Numerical 5 

Particle 41 

Total: 1,929 
 

Sentence 

Pattern 
Fill Pattern 

SP adj-num 

SOP adj-num-par 

SOP nom-ver-pro 

SOP num-ver-nom 

SPO-Pel pro-adj-nom-num 

SPO-Pel-K nom-adj-pro-ver-par 

SP-Pel nom-ver-num 

SP-Pel-K adj-adv-nom-num-pro 
 

 

Table 6. Bit Length and Pattern used 

Code Word Class Bit Length 

Adj adjective 8 

Adv Adverb 8 
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number noun 8 

Num Numerical 8 

Par Particle 8 

Pro Pronoun 8 

Ver Verb 8 
 

 
Table 7. Data used in the study 

No. ASCII messages Message length 

(in characters) 

Message 

length (in 

bits) 

1 R 1 8 

2 Siahaan 7 56 

3 Every lecturer is obliged to carry out 

the tridarhama of higher education, 

namely teaching, research and 

community service 

121 968 

 

3.2. The Correlation of Steganographic Ambiquity to Cryptography 

In analyzing the correlation between steganography ambiguity and cryptography, it is 

considered from the output or output of each original message that has been processed. 

The data used as a sample consists of one letter, one word and one sentence. 
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Figure 5. Correlation of steganographic ambiguity with cryptography 

 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the 3 input data (letters, words, and sentences) provided and 8 sentence 

patterns for each input, the results of the steganography process (stegoteks) 

provided can cause ambiguity or double meaning with cryptography with an 

accuracy rate of 100%. Where each result of the stegoteks generation provides an 
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understandable meaning. This text steganography method can be developed to hide 

documents in text-based messages. 
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